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With the booming of the economy, coupled with the trend that information 
technology drives service innovation and supports operation reformation, the scale of 
the banking information system has grown rapidly. The information system has 
become increasingly complicated with a rising amount. How to manage the 
production release of information systems, improve the success rate of version release, 
reduce economic losses that release failure brings, how to bring down the resources 
consumption of communication, examination and archiving in the process of release 
management, has become an urgent problem that confronts large commercial 
banks.At the same time, in recent years, IT service management has aroused extensive 
attention in banking industry. More and more enterprises start to think highly of the 
construction of IT service management. It’s also an urgent goal of bank companies to 
construct release management system based on the framework of IT service 
management, guided by process, centered by clients, to build up clear and reasonable 
interfaces that can work well with other IT service management processes. Therefore, 
exploring how large commercial banks implement release management system based 
on IT service management has become an urgent demand. 
Based on the topic of large commercial banking software production version 
release management as well as a great amount of practice and deep research, this 
dissertation roundly analyzes software production version release management 
procedure related to actual business, adapted to head office system, head office 
promotion branch system and many different levels of deployment applications of 
featured branch systems. This dissertation then proposes the solution of release 
management system based on IT service management, in order to solve the problems 
in constructing large commercial banking release management system, improve the 
success rate of version release, reduce cost of management, and to enhance the 
managerial technique of IT service. 
This dissertation mainly analyzes the basic operation flow of large commercial 
banking software production version release management, including version plan, 
version release and version announcement. Based on the principle of software 
engineering, from aspects of requirement analysis, general design and detailed design, 













release management system, applied to multiple hierarchical organization and large 
commercial banks with widely distributed agencies. This dissertation illustrates the 
implementation of release management system based on IT service management 
platform, achieving the goal that only authorized software version could be imported 
to real operation environment. 
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